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Abstract: This paper outlines the design and analysis of a compact antenna and its multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) arrangement 

for use in applications at millimetre wave (mmW). The antenna was constructed with the Rogers substrate RT Durioid 5880, which 

possesses a total dimension of 44 × 44 mm2 with a height of 1.575 mm. The Coplanar Waveguide Fed (CPW) antenna was originally 

intended to function within a 30 GHz – 50 GHz frequency spectrum. Subsequently, the MIMO configuration of the same antenna is 

designed and developed over which a metamaterial superstrate was positioned in the design. The proposed MIMO configuration offers a 

good impedance match over a wide frequency range, considerable gain, minimal coupling among the antennas, and a low ECC, in addition 

to attaining a high diversity gain. To further highlight the importance of the suggested work, a comparison with related studies has been 

established. 

Keywords: Compact, Coplanar Waveguide Fed (CPW), high gain, MIMO, Mutual Coupling.

1. Introduction 

The upsurge in the number of annual data traffic, propelled 

by the rise in wireless devices per user, necessitates high-

speed data transport and less delay. The difficulty is further 

complicated by the increased intricacies encountered by 

modern wireless communication networks as a result of the 

growing need for smaller devices [1]. Furthermore, the 

existing frequency band spectrum is under pressure due to 

the concurrent application of several technologies 

superimposed in frequency bands [2]. As a result, the 

existing wireless technology and spectrum are inadequate to 

fulfil contemporary requirements [3].  Consequently,  

researchers are looking into emerging technologies like 5G 

and, more precisely, the mmW frequency spectrum, which 

ranges from 30 to 300 GHz.  They see this as a possible 

answer to the rising issues, particularly in the field of 

millimetre wave applications [4].  The expensive 5G 

spectrum is particularly significant within the range of 

frequencies that could be assigned for future millimetre-

wave applications because of its pros, like the availability of 

large bandwidth that enhances the capacity and data rate of 

the wireless communication system and also offers cons like 

a high rate of absorption, multipath fading and interference 

effect due to different channels [5,6].  Moreover, the 

antenna, which is an essential part of any communication 

system, requires meticulous planning to tackle the issues 

outlined above accurately [7]. To address the issues related 

to absorption, antennas with high gain and low profiles are 

preferred.  Spatial diversity techniques are very helpful in 

overcoming the effects related to fading and interference of 

signals. Hence, the MIMO antenna seems to fit as an 

efficient solution by overcoming the aforementioned 

problems and establishing a reliable wireless link at the 

mmW band.  Consequently, the academic and research 

communities are putting tremendous effort into unique types 

of antennas intended exclusively for millimetre-wave 

applications like cellphones, electronic gadgets, dongles, 

smartwatches, and others [8-30].      

Millimetre waves are highly prone to attenuation along with 

absorption by the atmosphere and, hence, are preferred for 

only short-distance communication.   Antennas with high 

gain and good spatial coverage are the best solution to 

overcome the problem.  Researchers have devised several 

strategies to address the problem mentioned above in [8-15].  

To augment the gain, the MIMO configuration with four 

antennas constituting a two-element array with corporate 

feed is presented in [8]. The device operates within the 

frequencies 25.5 and 29.5 GHz and has an apex gain of 8.3 

dBi, which makes it ideal for mmW applications. However, 

due to the feeding provided, the array induces more losses 

with the increased number of elements introduced into the 

array. An asymmetric-fed DRA using slot coupling centred 

by EBG structures that operate around 60 GHz is presented 

[9].  This antenna offers a maximum of 8.6 dBi gain with a 

boost of up to 3.2 dBi throughout the recommended 

bandwidth while also suppressing the power in the backside 

direction. A circularly polarized high gain DRA exited with 
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an X- shaped aperture etched in the ground plane is 

suggested in [10] for application in mmW.  A superstrate 

layer consisting of the frequency-selective surface is used to 

enhance gain. A patch antenna placed on the surface of a 

dielectric lens is presented in [11].  The antenna adopts a 

proximity-coupled technique for excitation and offers a 

bandwidth of around 8%  and a high gain across the 

frequency range. A slotted array in SIW and a patch array 

with a partially infilled dielectric lens for different cases in 

wireless communication applications at mmW frequencies 

are proposed by the researchers [12]. The designed antenna 

achieves the maximum gain of 15.6 dBi and a fractional 

bandwidth of 10.7% for the operating frequency spectrum 

of 26.5 to 29.4GHz.  A two-layered unit cell, with different 

dimensions on either side consisting of a square-shaped slot 

in which a grid of the same shape embedded inside 

constituted to frame an FSS superstrate layer.   [13] over a 

mmW antenna that operates in a V-band with a bandwidth 

of 20 GHz.  It combines a Fabry-Perot Cavity along with the 

printed ridge gap waveguide to enhance the radiation 

characteristics. [14] presents a dipole antenna array in 

MIMO configuration functioning at 28 GHz. The antenna 

along with capacitive loops loaded make it compact, leading 

to a complex geometry. However, it proposes a 

straightforward design with characteristics like high gain 

and  wider bandwidth.  A patch antenna made of a dense 

dielectric excited through an aperture-coupled feeding is 

proposed in [15].  A reflective type FSS superstrate layer 

printed on both sides to increase the gain of the antenna.  

While exhibiting strong radiation characteristics, the 

impedance bandwidth also enlarged due to the installation 

of the superstrate layer.  Here, even if the antennas are 

providing  the high gain they are still the same single 

element.   Since MIMO technology allows several antennas 

to function simultaneously, enhancing the capacity, stability 

and data rate of the communication link, it is seen to be of 

major significance in increasing the scope of the 

communication system.  

MIMO systems have multiple antennas where isolating one 

antenna from another is an important design task which if 

not considered seriously leads to an escalation in the mutual 

coupling and degrades the performance antenna. When 

engineered properly with utmost care to reduce, it then 

enhances the capacity of transmission along with stable 

radiation all along its operational bands, while in 

transmitting mode.  Various isolation enhancement 

techniques were developed by several researchers for an 

antenna in a MIMO system [16-25].   A four-port MIMO 

system with crossed dipoles as the radiating element was 

proposed in [16].  Incorporating two layered transmission 

type FSS over the MIMO arrangement leads to 

enhancement of isolation among the antenna ports.  [17] 

presents a MIMO configuration with a rectangular 

Dielectric resonator antenna  (DRA).  Because of the strong 

coupling between the resonators,  a narrow bandwidth of 

2.23 GHz is obtained that spans the FCC-allotted 28GHz 

band meant for 5G applications. Metamaterial structures 

were employed to enhance the effect of isolation and claim 

a gain of about 7dBi in the specified band.  To reduce the 

coupling among the DRA in the MIMO configuration 

functioning at 57 GHz to 64 GHz band, a metamaterial was 

engineered [18], that acts as a polarization rotator wall. This 

Metamaterial Polarization Rotator wall changes the 

orientation of the field coupled up on it without affecting the 

properties of the radiation pattern.  Using this technique, 

there is about a 16dB reduction in the mutual coupling.   A 

bow tie antenna integrated with three pairs of  High 

refractive index metamaterial (HRIMTM)  is presented in 

[19].   Here a pair of HRIMTM is used to produce a broad 

beam while the other two pairs are used to produce a dual 

beam with high directivity and radiating along the axis.  It 

has a stable pattern and offers a gain of 7.41 dBi functioning 

in the frequency spectrum of 24.25-27.5GHz.  In their study, 

researchers in [20] suggest a pioneering approach to address 

coupling between the antennas in MIMO configuration 

through a unique design of an Electromagnetic Band Gap 

(EBG) cell. The article presents a broadband antenna in 

MIMO arrangement that functions at mmW frequencies. In 

[21], a MIMO antenna appropriate for wearable applications 

with a simple shape, working at 24 GHz ISM band, was 

proposed. The antenna setup was fabricated on a flexible 

substrate and tested for its performance while bending in 

different ways both on the phantom and free space. The 

antennas are located close to each other edge to edge and 

still obtain an enhancement of gain by 1.9dBi due to the 

array of EBG structure placed behind the radiating patch. 

The antenna demonstrates improved return loss and a broad 

frequency range by incorporating a Defected Ground 

Structure (DGS) [22]. Significantly, it helps to improve the 

separation among the MIMO antenna, therefore decreasing 

the Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) difficulties 

[23,26].  In addition, a multilayered compact antenna with 

wideband characteristics is suggested for mobile 

applications operating at a frequency of 6 GHz and with a 

bandwidth ranging from 4.5 GHz to 8.5 GHz [24].  A MIMO 

antenna system with two arrays placed opposite to each 

other excited with proximity coupled wide slot is presented 

in [25].  Here, each array consists of three antennas 

operating in Ka-band.  A wider bandwidth of nearly 27 GHz 

and a realized gain of 11.5 dBi is attained by placing the 

reflector of the EBG cell behind the structure of the antenna 

towards the feed.  This also helped in enhancing the F/B 

ratio with a realized gain of 11.5.  From studies conducted, 

as mentioned above, researchers either focus on improving 

the isolation or increasing the gain of the antenna. That 

being said, for an antenna to work efficiently, both of these 

parameters are to be focused especially for designing 

antennas at mmWaves.   
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This manuscript introduces a compact broadband antenna 

designed for millimetre wave applications. Here, the CPW-

fed antenna constitutes the base element for the MIMO 

configuration. The MIMO configuration is made next, after 

which the metasurface superstrate is designed and loaded 

for gain enhancement. Sections 2 and 3 provide an in-depth 

study of the design and analysis of the single antenna, while 

Sections 4 and 5 expound upon specifics of the MIMO 

Configuration, and Section 6 explains the MIMO antenna 

for its diversity performance. Eventually, the discussion is 

brought to an end by an extensive comparison of the present 

work with the antennas of cutting technology documented 

in the existing literature. 

2. Design Procedure  of Proposed Antenna  

The proposed structure of the designed antenna is presented 

in Fig. 1. The top-side aspect of the antenna schematic is 

delineated in Fig. 1(a). A CPW Fed antenna is initially 

designed in the simulator with a feed of dimension LY × WY. 

This is followed by the design of the ground plane, which 

resembles the shape of a stair on both sides of the feeding.  

Here, S1, to S6 are the lengths of each step, while Sh 

represents the step height within the ground.  Once this is 

designed, the radiating patch on the top side of the substrate 

is designed appropriately, as depicted above. The top patch 

also features a staircase-type profile with dimensions 

varying from F1 to F6. The gap between the steps is 

maintained to be Fh. 

Two curves of dimensions Fc are also cut out from the top 

patch. After this, a circle of diameter F7 is etched out from 

the centre of the patch. Finally, a small rectangular notch of 

dimension F8 × F9 is etched out from the top and bottom of 

the circle along the longitudinal axis to complete the design 

on the substrate front side.  A small incision of length Fd is 

also made in the ground plane, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a). 

Fig. 1 (b) depicts the backside view of the designed 

structure. In this portion, a circular ring with a split in the 

shape of the rectangle is designed. Initially, a circular disc 

of F10 diameter is designed, and another disc of a smaller 

diameter F11 is etched out to result in a circular ring. The 

split in the circular ring is then designed by etching out a 

rectangular portion of dimension  F12 × F13,  and so the final 

structure is achieved. The ring is positioned in such a way 

that it enhances the performance in terms of matching at the 

low-frequency range. The profile of the antenna inside view 

is illustrated in Fig. 1. (c).  The substrate RT/Duroid 5880, 

having an electric permittivity of εr=2.2 and a sheet width of 

1.575 mm, is used to develop the antenna. The complete 

collection of physical parameters of the antenna designed 

and simulated is listed in Table I. 

 

(a)     (b)  (c) 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the proposed antenna. (a) top view   

(b) back view  (c) side view. 

Table 1: Proposed Antenna Dimensions in mm 

LZ WZ LY WY S1 

20 14 7 1.5 1 

S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 

1 1 1 1 1 

Sh F1 F2 F3 F4 

0.3 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.5 

F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 

1.5 2 4 0.76 0.5 

F10 F11 F12 F13 Fh 

5.7 5.1 1 0.6 0.3 

Fc     

3.1     

3. Results and Discussions of Proposed Antenna   

3.1. Scattering Parameters 

The fabricated antenna model is illustrated in Fig. 2 (a), and 

the measurement setup inside the anechoic chamber is 

shown in Fig. 2(b).  The zoomed view of the device can be 

visualized in Fig. 2 (c). The results show that the device 

operates in a frequency range that extends from 30 – 50 

GHz. This region of operation also correlates to a bandwidth 

percentage of 50%, i.e., 20 GHz.  The return loss of the 

fabricated antenna measured is compared with the simulated 

return loss values and is depicted in Fig. 3. The measured 

findings observed were strongly in accord with predicted 

results, particularly over the entire band of projected 

frequency, providing a wideband response as illustrated in 

the figure. 

3.2. Radiation Pattern 

Here, the correlation between the simulated and the 

measured radiation characteristics of the intended antenna 

inside the anechoic chamber is presented. The proposed 

element in the X-Y plane at 33 GHz and 36 GHz exhibits 

the pattern as portrayed in Fig.4. The antenna exhibits a 

stable pattern at both frequencies. Fig. 4(a) depicts the 

pattern at 33 GHz, and Fig. 4(b) depicts the pattern radiated 

at 36 GHz. The designed antenna in the X-Y plane exhibits 

directional radiation characteristics.   The spatial 

distribution of the antenna designed is plotted in the X-Z 
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plane and presented in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) depicts the patterns 

at 33 GHz, where it exhibits the directional pattern 

characteristics and nearly omnidirectional radiation patterns 

at 36 GHz as portrayed in  Fig. 5(b).  The measured results 

in each of the situations mentioned above exhibit a strong 

correlation with the simulated but with a small variation 

from the intended due to factors like fabrication and 

tolerance in the measurement setup.   

3.3. Radiation Efficiency and Gain of Proposed Antenna  

Fig. 6 (a) presents the similarity among the antenna gain 

simulated and measured. It offers an apex gain of 12.3 dBi 

at 36 GHz, as is evident in the figure mentioned above. 

Within the intended band, the radiation efficiency of the 

proposed antenna is greater than  89%, and the same is 

illustrated using the plot depicted in Fig. 6(b).  The 

fabricated antenna was compared with cutting-edge 

antennas [27-29] listed in Table 2 to highlight and 

demonstrate its potential. The antenna design provides 

adequate performance parameters, with a measured gain of 

12.3 dBi as the maximum value, a small size, and a wide 

bandwidth.  However, the antennas described in the 

literature are either relatively bigger or have a narrow 

bandwidth and low gains.  

   

  (a)  (b)  (c) 

Fig. 2. Photograph of a) fabricated antenna, (b) the 

anechoic chamber measurement setup and (c) enlarged 

view of the antenna. 

 

Fig. 3. Measured and simulated S-Parameters of the 

proposed antenna. 

 

             (a)    (b) 

Fig. 4. 2-D Polar plot of the antenna at (a) 33 GHz and (b) 

36 GHz in the X-Y plane. 

 

 

           (a)    (b) 

Fig. 5. 2-D Polar plot of the antenna at (a) 33 GHz and (b) 

36 GHz in the X-Z plane. 

  

         (a)    (b) 

Fig. 6. (a) Measured & Simulated gain  (b) radiation 

efficiency of the suggested antenna. 

Table 2: Comparison of the antenna performance to that of 

similar works currently in existence 

Ref Dimensions Bandwidth 

(GHz) 

Gain 

[4] 5mm × 5mm 0.75 GHz 7 dBi 

[14] 11 mm × 31mm 5 GHz 10 dBi 

[26] 22 mm × 17 mm 4.5 GHz 8 dBi 

[27] 2 mm × 2.5 mm 0.9 GHz 5.5 dBi 

[28] 11 mm × 15 mm 3 GHz 3 dBi 

[29] 15 mm × 15 mm 6.4 GHz 5.42 dBi 

[35] 15 mm × 10 mm 3.8 GHz 5.83 dBi 

This Work 20 mm × 14 mm 20 GHz 12.3 dBi 

4. Design Procedure of MIMO Antenna & Metasurface   

The antenna proposed is converted to a 2X2 arranged four-
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port MIMO configuration having the overall dimensions of 

44 × 44 mm2 (LM × WM) as depicted in Fig. 7. The front and 

rear view of the MIMO antenna configuration is illustrated 

in Fig. 7 (a) and 7 (b).  The intended MIMO antenna is 

designed on RT Durioid 5880 substrate of a 1.575 mm 

thickness and permittivity εr = 2.2. After the MIMO design 

is completed, a metasurface design is done next. A 

metasurface of dimensions, as portrayed in Fig. 7 (c), is 

designed in the simulator. Initially, two circular rings are 

designed. One ring is obtained by subtracting R2 (1.2 mm) 

from R1 (1.3 mm), and the second ring is obtained by 

subtracting radius R4 (0.7 mm) from R3 (0.8 mm). A third 

circle of radius R5 (0.35 mm) is made in the centre. After 

this, from the outer ring, a small patch of dimension 0.1 × 

0.4 mm2 is removed. This is followed by removing a patch 

of dimension 0.1 × 0.3 mm2 from it. Finally, from the centre 

circle, two rectangular strips of dimension 0.7 × 0.1 mm2 are 

removed to get a “+” shaped incision in the centre. The 

metamaterial unit cell is of dimension 3.8 × 3.8 mm2 (LC × 

WC). The designed metasurface is replicated horizontally 

and vertically 14 times to get the final structure of the 

superstrate.  Fig. 7 (d) shows the entire structure designed, 

which consists of the MIMO antenna arrangement together 

with the superstrate structure.   The MIMO structure 

developed is illustrated in Fig. 8. Fig. 8(a) and (b) illustrate 

the front and rear portions of the fabricated MIMO antenna 

configuration, and Fig.8 (c) depicts the constructed structure 

along with the metamaterial superstrate.  The proposed 

antenna in the MIMO configuration was simulated using a 

Full-wave EM simulator. To determine MIMO antenna 

transmission and reflection coefficient, the vector network 

analyzer of the Agilent PNA-X model was used.  The 

anechoic chamber and its complete setup, illustrated in Fig. 

9, were used to determine the radiation pattern in orthogonal 

planes. Various simulated and measured metrics of the 2 × 

2 MIMO antenna are listed below. 

  

        (a)    (b) 

  

        (c)    (d) 

Fig. 7. Proposed MIMMO antenna  (a) front side of the 

MIMO configuration, (b) back side of the MIMO 

configuration, (c) designed metasurface and  (d) complete 

device view. 

   

(a)       (b)        (c) 

Fig. 8. The constructed MIMO antenna  (a) front view (b) 

back view and (c) antenna structure with metasurface. 

 

    

Fig. 9. The anechoic chamber measurement setup for 

radiation pattern of MIMO antenna (a) complete view and 

(b) zoomed view. 
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Fig. 10. MIMO antenna scattering parameters simulated 

and measured results. 

5. Fabrication and Measurement of Proposed Antenna  

5.1. Scattering Parameter 

The measured and predicted properties of the MIMO 

configuration are compared and depicted.   Due to the 

symmetry in the structure, the reflection and transmission 

scattering properties of all antennas remain almost the same; 

hence, the parameters of antennae 1 and 2 are only 

illustrated in the rest of the manuscript.  From Fig. 10, it is 

noticed that the predicted and measured responses agree 

well, offering a measured impedance bandwidth of 20GHz 

that covers the frequency from 30-50 GHz. Additionally, It 

also offers a mutual coupling of < 31 dB within the 

mentioned band, which specifies good isolation between the 

antenna. The Scattering coefficients of the unit cell of the 

metasurface are designed and verified through Full-wave 

EM simulations with the setup depicted in Fig. 11 (a) and 

the obtained readings represented in Fig. 11 (b).  

 

         (a)    (b) 

Fig. 11. (a) Unit cell design and excitation (b) obtained S-

parameter of the Unit cell readings. 

5.2. Radiation Pattern 

It is crucial to observe the radiation characteristics of an 

antenna as they give the device directional properties. 

Hence, the radiation characteristics measured inside the 

anechoic chamber are studied and validated upon 

comparison with the simulated patterns.  The patterns 

radiated in the X-Y plane are depicted in Fig. 13. The 2-D 

radiated patterns at 33 GHz and 36 GHz are illustrated in  

Fig. 13 (a) and (b). The patterns in the X-Z plane of the 

proposed configuration are illustrated in Fig. 14. Fig. 14(a) 

& (b) illustrate the pattern radiated at 33 GHz and 36 GHz, 

respectively. A consistent pattern is radiation by the antenna 

at both frequencies and planes. In all the cases mentioned, 

the measured outcomes are in accord with the simulated 

results but with minor variation from the intended due to 

tolerance in the measurement setup and factors involved in 

fabrication.   

  

        (a)    (b) 

Fig. 13. 2-D Polar plot of MIMO antenna at (a) 33 GHz 

and (b) 36 GHz in the X-Y plane. 

  

   (a)   (b) 

Fig. 14. 2-D Polar plot of MIMO antenna at (a) 33 GHz 

and (b) 36 GHz in the X-Z plane. 

5.3. The gain performance 

Fig. 15 depicts the comparison of gain performance among 

the measured values with the simulated values with and 

without the superstrate of the proposed MIMO antenna. The 

gain performance without the superstrate material at 33 GHz 

and 36 GHz is nearly about 11 dBi and 11.5dBi respectively. 

Later this performance is enhanced around 13.6 dBi and 

13.8 dBi at 33 GHz and 36 GHz respectively with the 

addition of the superstrate material. Thus, there is a gain 

enhancement of 3 dBi with the addition of superstrate.  

 

Fig. 15. Proposed MIMO antenna simulated and measured 

gain with and without superstrate. 

6. MIMO Performance 

Information about parameters such as the envelope 

correlation coefficient (ECC) and the gain of directives 

(DG) is of great significance in analyzing MIMO system 

performance. Hence, in the following subsections, the 

above-mentioned parameters for the intended MIMO 

configuration are discussed.  
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6.1. Envelop Correlation Coefficient 

One of the most crucial variables for understanding the 

behaviour of MIMO antennas is the envelope correlation 

coefficient (ECC), which may be computed using (1). The 

ECC for neighbouring antennas element-1 and 2 for the 

proposed MIMO antenna were measured and simulated, as 

illustrated in Fig. 16. Using the calculations in [35], the 

radiation pattern or the S-parameter at the ports of the 

antenna can be used to assess the ECC of the MIMO 

antenna.  The ECC of the proposed MIMO antenna, shown 

in Fig. 16, have a value < 0.0005 up to 32.5 GHz and < 

0.0001 from 32.5 to 50 GHz, which is suitable for MIMO 

communication and lies within the acceptable range. 

𝜌𝑒𝑖𝑗 =  
|𝑆𝑖𝑖∗𝑆𝑖𝑗+ 𝑆𝑗𝑖∗𝑆𝑗𝑗|

2

(1 − |𝑆𝑖𝑖|2−𝑆𝑖𝑗
2)(1 − |𝑆𝑗𝑖|

2
−𝑆𝑗𝑗

2)
        

 (1) 

 

Fig. 16. ECC of the MIMO antenna. 

6.2. Diversity Gain (DG) 

Diversity gain (DG), an indicator of the transmission power 

loss resulting from using a MIMO antenna for the diversity 

scheme, can be determined using equation (2). Although a 

DG of 10 dB is the ideal value, in practice, an approximate 

value relatively close value to 10 dB is acceptable because 

of different losses. The suggested antenna's simulated and 

measured diversity gain between neighbouring antenna 

elements is shown in Fig. 17 to be more than 9.9995 dB over 

the functional range, suggesting that the antenna may find 

usage in diversity scheme applications. 

𝐷𝐺 = 10√1 − |𝜌𝑒𝑖𝑗|
2
     (2) 

 

Fig. 17. Directive Gain of the MIMO antenna. 

A comparison of the proposed MIMO antenna with the 

similar works that are already available in the literature is 

shown in Table 3. When compared to most published 

studies, the dimension of the suggested antenna is 

comparatively small. Comparing the proposed work to 

similar works, it has reduced mutual coupling, larger 

bandwidth, higher gain, and lower ECC. 

Table 3: Comparison of the MIMO antenna performance to that of similar works currently in existence 

Ref Size Ports Bandwidth Mutual Coupling Gain ECC 

[8] 30mm × 35 mm 4 4.1 GHz >-22 dB 8.3 dBi 0.5 

[20] 11 mm × 31 mm 4 5 GHz >-18 dB 10 dBi 0.04 

[22] 28 mm × 30 mm 4 3 GHz >-21 dB 6.2 dBi 0.05 

[23] 12.5 mm × 12.5 mm 4 2 GHz >-15 dB 6 dBi 0.02 

[24] 60 mm × 100 mm 4 1.7 GHz >-20 dB 9.8 dBi - 

[30] 115 mm × 65 mm 4 1.22 GHz >-12 dB 4.85 dBi 0.1 

This 

Work 

44 mm × 44 mm 4 20 GHz >-31 dB 13 dBi 0.0005 

7. Conclusion 

In this article, a compact wideband MIMO antenna for 

mmW applications is designed and verified experimentally 

for its properties.  The initial antenna design offered a broad 

frequency range of 20 GHz and a peak gain of 12.3 dBi.  The 

antenna design was then extended to design the 2 × 2 MIMO 

configuration having an overall size of 44 × 44 × 1.575 mm3.  

A metamaterial superstrate was designed and placed above 

the MIMO antenna for improvement of gain. The proposed 

configuration of the MIMO antenna performs well in terms 

of metrics like isolation of value less than -31 dB, ECC of 

less than 0.0005 from 30 to 32.5 GHz and ECC of less than 

0.0001 from 32.5 to 50 GHz. The device also obtains a high 

diversity gain greater than 9.99 dB from 32.5 to 50 GHz. 

Additionally, the suggested antenna has been compared to 

similar literary works, and it has been found to fare better 

than those works Hence, the intended antenna design is 

suitable for applications in the mmW band.  
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